I want to play the movie from my own USB device (flash, USB disk, phone, etc.)
1) Do not change device settings, handle the cables gently.
2) Turn on the multimedia center (shortly only MC) using the longer black remote control.
3) Turn on the projector with the white remote control. MC is at the input of the HDMI 2
projector (change if necessary with the Source button on the projector's remote
control). Turn on the speaker with small black remote control and select Input 4 with
button input on remote control (You can see the input number on the handheld speaker
driver next to the MC).
4) Connect the USB drive to the USB port on the right side of the MC.
5) Wait for the connected USB device to load, select File Manager (Správce souborů) from
the MC menu, then USB (retrieval may take a while), your device will appear. To start
the selected file, press OK.
6) After the end of the playback, turn off the MC , the projector and the speakers with
remote controls (for projector the OFF must be confirmed twice by the OFF button).
7) Remove the USB device.
8) Do not switch off the devices from electricity or switch off surge protection.

I want to play a movie from my own device equipped with HDMI output:
1) DO NOT INTERACT WITH THE SETTINGS OF THE DEVICE, HANDLE THE CABLES CAREFULLY.
2) Turn on the projector with the remote control.
3) Connect an HDMI cable to your device, which you will first carefully disconnect from the
Multimedia Center (MC).
4) Connect the sound using a 3 x 3.5 mm audio cable leading from the subwoofer below the
screen (select Input # 1 on the speaker remote control (you can see it on the manual speaker
control next to the MC)) or using the optics (disconnected from the MC) iput No.4 with the
Input button on the controller.
5) Play from your device.
6) At the end of the movie, carefully disconnect the cables and reconnect them to the device
from which you pulled them out.
7) Turn off the projector with the OFF button on the projector's control (the shutdown must
be confirmed by pressing the OFF button again) and the speakers with the speaker remote
control.
8) Do not disconnect the device from the electrical or surge protection.

I want to play on PS4:
1) To turn on the console, press the button with the PS logo located in the middle on the
dualshock controller (the controller is wireless and you can use whichever one, connecting the
controller with a cable is only necessary for charging the battery or playing with charging for a
long time).
2) Turn on the projector using the projector's remote control. The PS4 is on HDMI 1
input (if necessary, use the Source button on the projector’s remote to change the desired
input). Turn on the speakers with the remote control and use the Input button to select input
No. 3 (you will see the input number on the manual speaker control next to the multimedia
center).
3) Use the left joystick on the remote control to select a player using the x button (the
default User 1 account is sufficient for common needs). If you want to play some games and
save your progress, we recommend creating an account:
When launching the console, choose to create a new user, if you want to have a passwordprotected account, log in to the PSN network (it is better to have an already created account
there in advance https://store.playstation.com) and follow the instructions. Then in Settings ->
Settings for login set the pin for login to the account. Back up your account regularly - we are
not responsible for data loss.

4) If you want to play with multiple players, then everyone on their controller one by one
presses the button with the PS logo and logs in to a different account than the others (User 2,
User 3, User 4). PS is controlled by the last one logged in, you can get in control by pressing
the button with the PS logo.
5) Use the left joystick on the remote control to select the games you want to play. The list of
games and their description is on the website of the Block 11 Cinema. Some games require
media insertion. When inserting blu-ray media, first make sure that there is no other game
disc in the drive. There is a media eject button on the front panel of the PS4 below the power
button (just swipe lightly). Insert the media of the game you want to play and start it from the
PS4 main menu with x button.
6) To turn off the PS4, go to the main menu (with the PS logo button) and move the left
joystick up to enter the settings menu. At the far right, select the Power menu and then Enter
rest mode. Connect all controllers to the charging cables.
7) Do not disconnect the device from the electrical source or surge protection.

